When one group rules another, the relationship between the two is political. When such an arrangement is carried out over a long period of time it develops an ideology (feudalism, racism, etc.). All historical civilizations are patriarchies: their ideology is male supremacy.

Oppressed groups are denied education, economic independence, the power of office, representation, an image of dignity and self-respect, equality of status, and recognition as human beings. Throughout history women have been consistently denied all these, and their denial today while attenuated and partial is nevertheless consistent. The education allowed them is deliberately designed to be inferior, and they are systematically programmed out of and excluded from the knowledge where power lies today - e.g., in science and technology. They are confined to conditions of economic dependence based on the sale of their sexuality in marriage, or a variety of prostituions. Work on a basis of economic independence allows them only a subsistence level of life - often not even that. They do not hold office, are represented in no positions of power, and authority is forbidden them. The image of women fostered by cultural media, high and low, then and now, is a marginal and demeaning existence, and one outside the human condition - which is defined as the progressive of man, the male.

Government is upheld by power, which is supported through consent (social opinion), or imposed by violence. Conditioning to an ideology amounts to the latter. But there may be a resort to the latter at any moment when consent is withdrawn - rape, attack, sequestration, beatings, murder. Sexual politics obtains consent through the "socialization" of both sexes to patriarchal policies. They consist of the following:

1) THE FORMATION OF HUMAN PERSONALITY ALONG STEREOTYPTED LINES OF SEXUAL CATEGORY, BASED ON THE NEEDS AND VALUES OF THE MASTER CLASS AND DICTATED BY WHAT HE WOULD CHERISH IN HIMSELF AND FIND CONVENIENT IN AN UNDERCLASS: AGGRESSION, INTELLECTUALITY, FORCE AND EFFICIENCY FOR THE MALE; PASSIVITY, IGNORANCE, OBLIVIOUSNESS, "VIRTUE," AND INEFFECTUALITY FOR THE FEMALE.

2) THE CONCEPT OF SEX ROLE, WHICH ASSIGNS DOMESTIC SERVICE AND ATTENDANCE UPON INFANTS TO ALL FEMALES AND THE REST OF HUMAN INTEREST TO THE MALE; THE CHARGE OF LEADER AT ALL TIMES AND PLACES TO THE MALE, AND THE DUTY OF FOLLOWER, WITH EQUAL UNIFORMITY, TO THE FEMALE.

3) THE IMPOSITION OF MALE RULE THROUGH INSTITUTIONS: PATRIARCHAL RELIGION, THE PROPRIETARY FAMILY, MARRIAGE, "THE HOME", MASCULINE CULTURE, AND PERVERSE DOCTRINE OF MALE SUPERIORITY.
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A SEXUAL REVOLUTION WOULD BRING ABOUT THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS.

DESIREE UPON RATIONAL, MORAL AND HUMANISTIC GROUNDS

1) THE END OF SEXUAL REPRESSION - FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND OF SEXUAL MORES, (SEXUAL FREEDOM HAS BEEN PARTIALLY ATTAINED, BUT IT IS NOW BEING SUBVERTED BEYOND FREEDOM INTO EXPLOITATIVE LICENSE FOR PATRIARCHAL AND REACTIONARY ENDS)

2) UNISEX, OR THE END OF SEPERATIST CHARACTER STRUCTURE, TEMPERAMENT AND BEHAVIOR, SO THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL MAY DEVELOP AN ENTIRE, RATHER THAN A PARTIAL, LIMITED, AND CONFORMIST PERSONALITY.

3) RE-EXAMINATION OF TRAITS CATEGORIZED AS "MASCULINE" AND "FEMAINE," WITH A TOTAL REASSESSMENT AS TO THEIR HUMAN USEFULNESS AND ADVICEABILITY IN BOTH SEXES. THUS IF "MASCULINE" VIOLENCE IS UNDESIRABLE IT IS SO FOR BOTH SEXES. "FEMININE" DUMBNESS PASSIVITY LIKewise. IF "MASCULINE" INTELLIGENCE OR EFFICIENCY IS VALUABLE, IT IS SO FOR BOTH SEXES EQUALLY, AND THE SAME MUST BE TRUE FOR "FEMININE" TENDERNESS OR CONSIDERATION.


5) BISEX, OR THE END OF ENFORCED PERVERSE HETEROSEXUALITY SO THAT THE SEX ACT CEASES TO BE ARBITRARILY POLARIZED INTO MALE AND FEMALE TO THE EXCLUSION OF SEXUAL EXPRESSION BETWEEN MEMBERS OF THE SAME SEX.

7) THE END OF SEXUALITY IN THE FORMS IN WHICH IT HAS EXISTED HISTORICALLY - BRUTALITY, VIOLENCE, CAPITALISM, EXPLOITATION AND WARFARE - THAT IT MAY CEASE TO BE HATED AND BECOME LOVE.

8) THE ATTAINMENT OF THE FEMALE SEX TO FREEDOM AND FULL HUMAN STATUS AFTER MILLENNIA OF DEPRIVATION AND OPPRESSION, AND OF BOTH TO A VIABLE HUMANITY.